
Blackout 

 

She said, “You shot up, about ten minutes after going to seep, and wordless you walked 

to the bathroom and announced the oncoming onslaught with the fiercest fart I’ve ever 

witnessed. It was your ass ripping in two, a bellowing fog horn; it was your asshole opening up 

to allow Satan’s belch out. It took so long I was able to start imagining little sharts flying out 

your open asshole like poisoned darts. Then you doubled over – didn’t turn on the lights or lift 

the seat, nothing – just doubled over and wretching this god-awful noise I’ve never heard from 

you before but that you somehow managed to repeat in all its horrific glory many times after 

that. It was the sound of a man being squeezed alive like a lemon overtop a backwards bubbling 

noise like someone drowning in reverse. You splattered on and around the toilet, a little inside. 

You didn’t even get that close to aim your projections. When you came out I tried to talk to you, 

asking if you were okay. All you did was hold up one finger – dazed – turn around and walk 

slowly back to the bathroom, and I swear you almost had a swagger in it, to upchuck your 

remaining bowls. And this is what I don’t get; you didn’t even bother with the toilet this time. 

You did before, but it seemed you forgot it was there as you stood the sink looking at your 

reflection in the dark and puking. That friend you brought over was passed out and unmovable in 

front of the fridge the entire time. At one point I was more worried about this non-response, at 

least you were getting stuff out and moving around, even if you weren’t coherent. So, you went 

in the kitchen and kicked him several times – didn’t even notice he was there – eating all the 

peas we’d made for you earlier, when you were first supposed to be home. You clawed at them 

from the big Tupperware bowl, making them fly everywhere and mashing everything you didn’t 

eat into mush balls. As you did this we cleaned, and I didn’t see it happen but at some time while 



sink puking you must have seen the toilet, or smelled it, as you seemed to have turned in that 

direction for a few wretches , missing the toilet altogether and spattering into the shower. As we 

were literally just finishing with the last of the piles in the shower, we heard that horrible wretch 

out in the living room. Those peas filled you up enough for several more piles of mushed up, 

undigested green balls of mucus filled goo, and you placed them throughout the living room like 

land mines, tall piles like ancient worship to some disgusting god of death and putres. Still, you 

didn’t bend or even look down, you just stared at us and opened your mouth to let each of these 

piles lie at your feet. Then the next second you were on the ground and asleep. Unmovable like 

your friend. So, we started cleaning that, and in the middle of it all you awoke one last time to 

move from the floor, over one of your puke piles, and into my bed, forcing us to sleep on the 

couch. That is why you awoke in my bed this morning. Now go clean off that puke from your 

shirt.” 

His response was, “I do not recall anything after getting into the elevator to your place, 

and this simply does not sound like something that I would do in any state, so I simply cannot 

believe you. For all I know you invited me to sleep in your bed, and then that guy you live with 

came in and puked just a little on my shirt. Otherwise, there is no evidence of any of that 

happening last night. So, I didn’t do it. Thank your little friend for those Xanax, as I probably 

won’t see him or any of those again, and I’m perfectly fine never coming here again. All I ask is 

you stop making up such fantastic lies. Perhaps you should get your head checked.” 
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